Application of multidimensional scaling to preformulation sciences: a discriminatory tool to group microcrystalline celluloses.
Pre-formulation studies constitute the first step of any pharmaceutical product development and manufacture. Establishment of a comprehensive library of critical physical, chemical, biological and mechanical properties of all materials used for a formulation can be costly, tedious and time consuming, despite its importance in quality manufacturing management. This study seeks to demonstrate the pharmaceutical application of multidimensional scaling (MDS) by incorporating it as a pre-formulation tool for grouping an expanded range of microcrystalline celluloses (MCC). MDS presents the various MCC grades in two-dimensional space based on their torque rheological properties; thus conferring an extra dimension to the pre-formulation tool to facilitate the visualization of the relative positions of each MCC grade. Through this work, the utility of MDS for expediting pre-formulation studies, in particular, grouping of excipients that are available in different brands and grades can be amply exemplified.